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The triangulations of the torus can be generated from a set of 21 minimal triangulations by 
vertex splitting. We show that if we never create a 3-valent vertex when we split them we 
generate the 4-connected triangulations. In addition if we never create two adjacent 4-valent 
vertexes then we generate the strongly 4-connected triangulations. 
1. Introduction 
It is a well-known theorem [g] that the planar 3-connected graphs can be 
generated from the complete graph on four vertices by a process called face 
splitting. Inductive constructions of many other classes of planar graphs are 
known (see for example [l-2,7]). For graphs on other manifolds much less is 
known. Two of the main results are generating procedures for the triangulations 
of the projective plane [3] and torus [6]. We shall give a generating procedure for 
the 4-connected and strongly 4-connected triangulations on these manifolds. 
2. Definitions 
Let G be a graph embedded in a 2-manifold M. The closures of the connected 
components of M - G are called the faces of G. If each face is a closed cell we say 
that G is a map on M. If no two faces have a multiply-connected union then we 
say that G is a polyhedral map on M. Polyhedral maps on manifolds have 
3-connected graphs (see [4]). If it is possible to separate two circuits in G by 
cutting edges, and one must cut at least n edges to do so, we say that G is 
cyclically n-connected (abbreviated c-n-connected). If G is c-n-connected but not 
c-(n + 1)-connected we say G is exactly c-n-connected. If we separate two circuits 
of G by cutting n edges we say the n edges form an n-cut. If G is c-n-connected 
and whenever two circuits are separated by cutting n edges, one component of 
the resulting graph is a face of G, we say G is c*-n-connected. 
If G is n-connected but not (n + 1)-connected we say G is exactly n-connected. 
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If G is n-connected and whenever G is separated by removing n vertices, one 
component of the resulting graph is a vertex, we say G is strongly n-connected, 
denoted n *-connected. 
If G and H are graphs we say that H is a refinement of G if and only if there is a 
homeomorphism from G to H such that the image of each edge of G is a path of 
edges in H. 
For any graph G, the vertices of valence at least 3 are called the principal 
vertices of G. The paths of 2-valent vertices joining pairs of principal vertices will 
be called principal edges of G. The graph G’ obtained from G by replacing the 
principal edges by edges will be called the reduced graph of G. 
We say that a face of G is a k-gon provided the corresponding face in G’ has k 
edges. If H is a subgraph of G then G - H denotes the subgraph determined by 
the vertices of G that are not in H. 
In any graph G we shall denote the edge from vertex x to vertex y by xy. Any 
sequence of edges xxi, x1x2, . . . , x,_~x, will be called a path. The path is simple 
provided each xi belongs to at most two edges of the path. If x, =x we say that 
the sequence is a circuit. If each vertex of the circuit belongs to exactly two edges 
of the circuit we say that the circuit is simple. If P is a path in G and a and b are 
vertices of G then P[a, b] denotes the part of P that joins a and b. 
Let % be a finite collection of closed 2-cells such that for each cell Ai E 5%’ there 
is a homeomorphism hi between Ai and a polygon Pi. The inverse images of the 
vertices and edges of Pi will be called the vertices and edges of Ai. We say that %’ 
is a 2-cell complex provided each two 2-cells in Ce meets on an edge of both, a 
vertex of both, or not at all. If lJAEw A is a manifold or manifold with boundary 
we shall say that % is a manifold or manifold with boundary. Note that if C is a 
manifold M then the vertices and edges form a polyhedral map embedded in M. 
If each e is a triangle then Ce is called triangulation of M. We generally shall 
not distinguish between the triangulation and its graph. 
When %’ is a manifold or manifold with boundary M then the cells in Ce will 
correspond to the faces of the graph formed by the vertices and edges. Thus the 
2-cells will be called the faces of M. A chain of faces is a sequence F,, F,, . . . , F, 
such that 4 fl e+i is an edge. The cell complex is said to be strongly connected 
provided given any two faces F and G there is a chain F = FI, . . . , F, = G in %. 
We shall use the fact that if 5% is a manifold or manifold with boundary then it is 
strongly connected. This follows because such a cell complex can be triangulated, 
and triangulated manifolds and triangulated manifolds with boundary are strongly 
connected. 
If % is a manifold with boundary M we say that a manifold with boundary M* 
is dual to M if there is a one-to-one correspondence taking vertices of M* to faces 
of M such that two vertices of M* are joined by an edge if and only if the 
corresponding faces of M meet on an edge. (Note there is no guarantee that a 
dual exists, and it is not necessarily true that M** = M.) 
If %’ is a manifold with all vertices 3-valent or a manifold with boundary with all 
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nonboundary vertices 3-valent and all boundary vertices 2- or 3-valent, we say 
that % is a simple manifold, or simple manifold with boundary. 
Any nonboundary edge of a manifold M with boundary with its endpoints on 
the boundary will be called a diagonal of M. 
A simple circuit in a graph embedded in M is planar provided it bounds a cell. 
If D is a subcomplex of a manifold M that is an annulus we say that D is planar 
provided the two bounding circuits of D are planar in M. 
If U‘4E% A is a cell C such that the boundary of A intersected with C is either 
an edge, a vertex, or empty for all A E % then % is a Schlegel diagram, and it 
follows from a theorem of Steinitz and that its graph is isomorphic to the graph of 
a convex 3-polytope [8]. The property of 3-polytopes we shall use is that any two 
vertices of a 3-polytope not on a face F can be joined by a path missing F. This 
follows from a more general result by the author (see [4] Lemma 2) that implies 
(in dual form) that the set of vertices of a face of any map on a manifold does not 
disconnect he map. 
3. Generating maps 
Suppose G is a map on a manifold M. If we add a new edge e across a face F of 
G such that the vertices of e lie on different edges of G we produce a graph G, 
which we say is produced from G by splitting F (see Fig. 1). The inverse 
operation will be called removing an edge. If we remove an edge e then any 
vertex of e that is at least 4-valent will be a vertex in the new graph. If a vertex of 
e is 3-valent then when e is removed, the other two edges meeting that vertex are 
coalesced into a single edge. 
The dual operation to face splitting is vertex splitting. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. 
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If, instead of adding an edge across a face F of G we add a path across the face, 
we produce a graph that is said to be obtained from G by splitting F by a path. 
We say that a family of maps % is generated from a set S of maps by face 
splitting provided for each map G E 9 there is a sequence G,, G1, . . . , G,, = G of 
maps such that G,, E S, Gi E 9 for all i and Gi is obtained from Gi_, by face 
splitting. If G E 9 and removing any edge of G produces a map not in 9, then we 
say that G is a minimal map (with respect to 9). 
It is a theorem of R. Duke, B. Griinbaum and K. Rusnak (private 
communication) and Lavrenchenko [6], that the triangulations of the torus can be 
generated from a set of 22 minimal triangulations by vertex splitting. A theorem 
of the author [3] states that the triangulations of the projective plane can be 
generated from two minimal triangulations by vertex splitting. 
The duals of these two sets of triangulations are what we shall call the minimal 
maps (for the torus and projective plane). They are 3-valent (i.e. all vertices are 
3-valent) and 3-connected. It follows by duality that the 3-valent 3-connected 
maps on the torus and projective plane can be generated from them by face 
spitting. 
We will show how to generate the c-4-connected and c*-4-connected 3-valent 
maps on the torus and projective plane by face splitting. It will follow by duality 
that the 4-connected and 4*-connected triangulations can be generated by vertex 
splitting. The main technique for constructing sequences of face splittings is to 
take a subgraph H of the map G to be generated, where H is a refinement of a 
minimal graph. Then we split the faces of H by paths in G - H. This produces a 
sequence of graphs H, HI, . . . , H,, = G. The corresponding sequence of reduced 
graphs H’, HI, . . . , HA gives the desired sequence of maps produced by face 
splitting. 
4. Connectivity of maps 
Our first sequence of lemmas establishes the connection between connectivity 
in triangulations of some manifolds and cyclic connectivity in their duals. 
Lemma 1. In a 3-valent 3-connected graph G in a manifold M, if e,, . . . , e, is a 
minimal set of disconnecting edges of G, n s 5, then there exist faces F,, . . . , F, 
such that 6 fl fi+, = ei, 1~ i 6 n - 1 and F, n FI = e,. 
Proof. Let FI and F2 be the two faces containing e,. Then FI U F2 is a cell and is 
therefore bounded by a circuit C. The two vertices of e, lie on this circuit and 
thus, if the set {ez, . . . , e,} does not separate C then e, joins two vertices in the 
same component of G - {e,, . . . , e,} and thus the set {e,, . . . , e,} is not 
minimal. Thus one of e2, . . . , e, is an edge of C. Let us assume that the 
separating edges are labeled such that e2 is on F2. Let F3 be the face of G such 
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that e2 = F2 rl F3. Repeating the above argument gives F4 II F3 = e3 and so on until 
we reach some Z$ which is the same as one of the previous Fi’S and q+l is &+r. 
Applying this argument to the remaining faces produces another sequence that 
eventually repeats itself. Since each such sequence must have at least 3 faces and 
n < 5 there is just one of such sequence Cl 
Lemma 2. Zf a simple map M on a manifold is disconnected by cutting three edges 
then there are exactly two components and each component is either a vertex or 
contains a circuit. 
Proof. Suppose the three edges are el, e2 and e3 = xy. If we cut first e, and e2 
then the graph M - {eI, e,,} remains connected, for if not then we could choose 
one vertex of e, and one of e2 whose removal would disconnect M, contradicting 
the 3-connectivity of M. Now, M - {eI, e2} is disconnected by cutting e3, thus 
there can be only two components, one containing x and one containing y. 
If a component does not contain a circuit then it is a tree T. To separate T from 
the rest of the graph we must cut exactly 2M, + M2 edges where Mi is the number 
of i-valent vertices in T. It is easily verified that if a tree of maximum valence 3 
has more than 1 vertex, then 2M, + M2 2 4. Thus T is a single vertex. 0 
Lemma 3. Zf a 3-connected map on a manifold is disconnected by cutting four 
edges then each component is either an edge, or contains a circuit. 
The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2. 
Lemma 4. Let T be a triangulation of a manifold and let vl, . . . , v, separate T. 
Let F,, . . . , F, be the faces of the dual T* that correspond to vl, . . . , v,. Let 
er7c.+,=ei for l<iGn-1 and e,=F,nF,. Then cutting eI,...,e, will 
separate T * . 
Proof. Suppose cutting the edges does not separate T*. Then joining any two 
vertices of T* is a path wl, . . . , Wj that does not use any of these edges. Thus, in 
T joining any two faces is a chain Hi, . . . , Hj such that no two consecutive Hi’s 
meet on an edge joining two vi’s. 
If z and w are two vertices of T, let HI and Hj be two faces with z on HI and w 
on Hj and suppose a chain HI, H2, . . . , Hi joins HI and Hi. We now construct a 
set P of vertices that determines a path from z to w, missing the Vi'S. 
The first vertex of P is z. Inductively, given the ith vertex Zi of P on Hi, we 
choose the i + 1st vertex on Hi+, by choosing whichever of the vertices of 
Hi n H,+1 is not among the vi’s. Since the Hi’s are triangles, zi is either joined to 
Zi+l or equals Zi. Although there may be duplications among the Zi’S they 
determine a path. This contradicts the fact that the v,‘s separate T. 0 
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Lemma 5. Zf T is a triangulated quadrangle with no diagonals then for any two 
vertices v1 and v2 of T, not on the boundary of T, there is a path from v1 to v2 
missing the boundary of T. 
Proof. In this case T is a Schlegel diagram of a 3-polytope P. Since the subgraph 
of a polytope determined by the vertices not on a given face is connected, we 
have that T minus its boundary has a connected graph, and the conclusion 
follows. 0 
Lemma 6. Zf T is a triangulation of the torus or projective plane and ul, . . . , uk, 
k = 3 or 4, is a minimal set of separating vertices than vl, . . . , vk are the vertices 
of a planar circuit C and one component of the separated graph lies in the cell 
bounded by C. 
Proof. The dual of T is a simple manifold and by Lemmas 1 and 4, there exists 
faces F,, . , . , Fk of T* corresponding to vi, . . . , uk in T such that 4 rl &+, is an 
edge ei and Fk II FI is the edge e,. Thus Vi, Vi+1 is an edge of T and ukui is also an 
edge of T. Let C be the circuit C[V,, . . . , vk]. Since k = 3 or 4, C is a simple 
circuit. If C is not planar then cutting T along C produces a triangulated manifold 
TI with boundary. If k = 3 the set FI U F2 U F3 is an annulus or Mobius strip A. 
Since the manifold is a torus or projective plane, removing rel int(A) from the 
manifold produces a simple manifold with boundary TT dual to TI. Since T,* is 
simply connected, there is a path in TI between any two vertices avoiding the 
vertices u1 , v2 and u3 a contradiction. 
If k = 4 and FI U F2 U F3 U F4 is an annulus or Mobius strip, the same argument 
applies. If not, then it follows that the circuit C[vl, . . . , v4] has at least one 
diagonal edge. 
Case I: T is a torus. 
If C is not planar, then when we cut T along C we produce a cylinder. Suppose, 
without loss of generality, that v1u3 is a diagonal edge of C. 
Case Ia: ~1~2~3 or v1 2~~21~ is planar in T. Call this 3-circuit C1. If Ci is not a 
face then ul,. . . , v4 is not minimal because C, separates T. If Ci is a face then 
FI U F2 U F3 U F4 is an annulus (in which three of the faces meet at a vertex) and 
the argument when k = 3 applies. 
Case Ib: Neither ~1~2~3 nor v1v3v4 is planar. Then cutting the cylinder along 
u1u3 produces a triangulated quadrangle R. If R has a diagonal it must be u2uq. 
But in this case each two of F,, . . . , F4 meet on an edge, and since the 5’s are 
triangles, FI U - - * U F4 is the boundary of a tetrahedron, thus M is not a torus. If 
R has no diagonals then by Lemma 5, between any two vertices inside R there is a 
path missing the boundary of R, thus vl, . . . , 2r4 does not separate T. 
Case II: T is the projective plane. 
If FI U F2 U F3 U F4 is an annulus or Mobius strip the arguments of Case I apply. 
If not, k = 4 and cutting T along C produces a Mobius strip S. If u1v3 is a 
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diagonal then cutting S along v1u2 produces a quadrangle and the above 
argument applies. Cl 
Lemma 7. T is a 4-connected triangulation of the torus or projective plane M if 
and only if the dual T* is a c-4-connected. 
Proof. Suppose T* is a c4-connected and T is exactly 3-connected. Then three 
vertices vr, v2 and v3 separate T and thus by Lemma 4 the edges belonging to 
pairs of the faces F,, F2 and F3 in T* corresponding to vr, v2 and v3 separate T*. 
But there can be only three such edges. Thus one conmponent of the resulting 
graph when the three edges are cut is a vertex, for otherwise T* is not 
c-Cconnected. It follows that F,, F2 and F3 meet at a vertex thus vl, v2 and vg 
belong to a face F of T. But the vertices of a face do not disconnect the 
triangulation. 
Suppose now that T is 4-connected and T* is exactly c3-connected. By Lemma 
1 there is a sequence F,, F,, F3 of faces such that their pairwise intersections are 
three edges which separate T*. The set A = FI U F2 U F3 is an annulus or Mobius 
strip. If S = T* - rel int(A) is connected, then since S is a manifold with 
boundary, it is strongly connected and thus its graph is connected and the three 
edges do not separate T*.If S is disconnected then cutting T along the circuit 
v1v2v3 separates T thus T is not 4-connected, a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 1. T is 4*-connected iff T* is c*-4-connected. 
This follows easily from the previous lemma. 
5. Generating maps in the torus and projective plane. 
First we establish a set of minimal 4-connected and 4*-connected triangula- 
tions. We shall need the following lemma of the author: 
Lemma 8. Let G be a 3-connected graph embedded in a manifold. Let A be a 
subgraph of G that is a refinement of a 3-connected graph H’. Then G can be 
constructed from H by face splitting. 
A proof for the planar case which does not depend on the topology of the 
manifold can be found in [5]. 
Lemma 9. The minimal maps for the torus and projective plane are c-Cconnected. 
Proof. Let G be a minimal map and let the manifold be M. Corresponding to any 
3-cut e,=x,yr, e2 =x2y2 and e3 = x3y3 is an annulus A that must be planar in M 
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for otherwise M - rel int(A) is connected and by the argument in Lemma 6 the 
3-cut does not separate the graph. Let H be the subgraph of G lying in the planar 
component of M - A and assume y,, yz and y3 are in the closure of H. Let 
K = G -H with edges at any 2-valent vertices coalesced. In the graph K the faces 
in the planar component of M - rel int(A) have been replaced by a single face F 
bounded by a simple circuit C. The topological type of the other faces has not 
been changed. Thus K is a polyhedral map on M provided F has no 
multiply-connected unions with other faces. Since F meets only the three faces of 
A this is obvious. Since G - H is a subgraph of G and is a refinement of K, by 
Lemma 8, G can be obtained from K by face splitting and is thus not 
minimal. 0 
Lemma 10. The minimal maps for the torus and projective plane are c-4- 
connected. 
Proof. There are only two minimal triangulations of the projective plane (Fig. 
2). It can be verified by inspection that they are 4*-connected. 
Suppose G is a minimal map for the torus. Then G* is a minimal triangulation. 
Suppose vertices vi, v2, v3 and vq separate G*. Then by Lemma 6, vl, v2, v3 and 
vq are the vertices of a planar circuit C with one component H, of G* - 
{u1, . . . , v4} lying inside C. If H is not a vertex then replacing H by a vertex 
joined to vr, . . . , v4 produces a triangulation T of M (note that no multiple edges 
can be introduced). The graph T* is thus obtained from G by replacing a 
collection of faces by a single face and coalescing edges. As in the proof of 
Lemma 9 we see that G can be obtained from T* by face splitting. It follows that 
H is a vertex, thus G* is 4*-c-connected. 0 
From the above two lemmas we see that the duals of the minimal triangulations 
of the torus and projective plane form the sets of minimal graphs for these 
manifolds with respect to c-Cconnectedness and c*-4-connectedness. (See Fig. 7 
at the end of this paper for the toroidal maps.) 
Next we show that the splittings that we apply will produce maps with the 
desired connectivity. 
Fig. 2. 
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Lemma 11. If G is a 3-valent c-Cconnected map in a manifold A4 and G’ is a 
3-valent map obtained from G by splitting a face such that no triangular face is 
formed then G’ is c-4-connected. 
Proof. Let e = v1v2 be the new edge. Suppose cutting edges e,, e2 and e3 of G’ 
separates two circuits Ci and C2. If e is an edge of C, then cutting e,, e2 and e3 
(or the merged pairs of edges corresponding to them if e meets any of them) will 
separate the vertices of C1 that are not on e from C2. Since G is c4-connected, 
the component of the separation not containing C2 is a vertex v by Lemma 2. 
Thus C, has three vertices v3, v, and v2 and adding e has created a triangular face 
which is a contradiction. 
If e is one of e,, e2, e3, then G can be separated by cutting the remaining two 
edges, a contradiction to the 3-connectedness of G. If e is not on C, or Cz and is 
not one of e,, e2, e3 then cutting e,, e2, and e3 separates C, and C2 in G, 
contradicting the c-4-connectedness of G. Cl 
Lemma 12. Zf G is a c*-4-connected graph in a manifold M and H is obtained by 
splitting a face so that no triangular face is created and no pair of 4-sided faces 
meeting on an edge is created then H is c*-4-connected. 
Proof. By Lemma 11, H is c4-connected. Suppose cutting edges e,, e2, e3 and e4 
separates two circuits of H and none of the components of the separated graph 
is a 4-sided face. Let e be the edge added to G. 
Case I: e is one of e,, . . . , e4. 
Then cutting the remaining three ei’s in G separates G producing the same 
components contradicting the c*-4-connectedness of G. 
Case II: e is not one of e,, . . . , e4. 
In this case let C be the component of the separated graph containing e. 
Cutting the edges e,, . . . , e4 in G separates G. Thus one component when G is 
separated must be a 4-gon, or contains no circuits. This component is C because 
the other components are not changed by the removal of e. If C - e is a 4-gon 
then C is two 4-gons meeting on an edge, again a contradiction. Cl 
6. The main theorems 
Theorem 1. The 3-valent c-Cconnected maps on the torus or projective plane can 
be generated from the duals of the minimal triangulations of those manifolds by 
face splitting, using splittings that never create triangular faces. 
Proof. Let S, and S, be the sets of duals of the minimal triangulations of the torus 
and projective plane, respectively. We have observed that these are the minimal 
maps with respect to c4-connectivity and c*-4-connectivity for the torus and 
projective plane. 
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Let X be an arbitrary c-Cconnected map on the torus or projective plane. 
There is a map R. E S, such that X can be constructed from R, by a sequence of 
face splittings (such that the intermediate maps are 3-connected). It follows that 
X contains a refinement of RO (to get the refinement simply remove edges from X 
without coalescing edges of R,). 
We shall construct a sequence RO, RI, . . . , Ri = X of subgraphs of X where 
Ri+l is isomorphic to a subgraph of X obtained by adding a path in X - Ri across 
a face of Ri such that the reduced graph RI,, does not contain triangular faces. 
Adding a path across a face of Ri corresponds to splitting a face of R,!, thus RA, 
R& . . . , RI =X is a sequence of maps produced by face splitting. Since a 
triangular face is never produced and since RA is c-Cconnected, it follows by 
Lemma 11 that R,f is c-4-connected for all i. 
Suppose that PI is a principal path in Ri with principal vertices 2ri and v2. 
Suppose PI lies on faces F, and F2. Let the other two principal paths meeting v1 
be P2 and P3 with Pz on Fl and P3 on F2. Let the other principal paths meeting v2 
be P4 and Ps with P4 on Fl and Ps on F2. Suppose there are paths Q1 and Q2 in 
X - Ri with Q1 lying in Fl with endpoints x1 on PI and x2 on P4; and Q2 lying in F2 
with endpoints xg on PI and x4 on P3. Suppose vi, x1, x3, v2 is the ordering of 
these four vertices on PI (see Fig. 3). The two paths, Q1 and Q2, constitute what 
we call a double splitting in RI. 
We now describe how to construct Ri+l from R. If Ri has a double splitting we 
replace PI in Ri by the path Pl[vl, x,] U Q1 producing a subgraph of X 
homeomorphic to Ri. We replace Ri in the sequence RO, RI, . . . , Ri by this new 
graph and from now on we shall call the new graph Ri. In this new Ri we can add 
Fig. 3. 
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the path Q2 U P&x3, v2] without creating a triangular face (note a triangular face 
is created only if F2 is triangular which it is not). 
From now on we may assume that Ri does not have a double splitting. Now, let 
v be a principal vertex of Ri meeting at least one principal path P1 that is not an 
edge of X. Let the principal paths meeting v be P,[v, v,], P,[v, v,], P,[v, v,], and 
let the faces of Ri meeting v be F,, F2, F3 with PI and P2 lying on F,; P2, and P3 
lying on F2, and P3 and PI lying on F3. We suppose that adding any path in X - Ri 
across any of these three faces will create a triangular face, for otherwise we can 
add such a path giving US Ri+l. 
There is some path Q1 in X - Ri with an endpoint x1 on PI and the other 
endpoint xZ on some other principal path on Fl or F3, for if not then X could be 
disconnected by removing v and vl. If x2 is on some principal path other than P2, 
P3, or one of the other two principal paths meeting v1 then no triangular face is 
created, thus x2 is on one of these four principal paths. We shall assume without 
loss of generality that x2 is on P2. 
We shall also assume that among all such paths Q1 is chosen such that x1 is 
closest to v1 on PI and x2 is closest to v2 on P2 (note that since Fl is a cell two 
different paths cannot maximize these two distances). Since X is c4-connected 
there is a path Q2 across F,, F2 or F3 in X - Ri with a vertex on Q1, P,[v, x2] or 
P,[v, XII. 
Case I: Q2 is across Fl with a vertex w on Ql. 
Unless 4 is a triangle, either Q1[x2, w] U Q, or Q,[w, x1] U Q2 will split 4 
without creating a triangle. Thus in this case we can construct Ri+l. 
Case II: Q2 is across F2 or F3. 
By symmetry we may assume Q2 is across F, with a vertex x3 on P,[v, x2]. Let 
the other vertex of Q2 be x4. If x4 is not on P3 then either Q2 will split F2 without 
creating a triangle or else Ri contains a double splitting. Thus there exists a path 
Q2 in X - Ri across F2 with a vertex x4 on P3. 
Among all such paths in X - Ri we shall assume that Q2 is chosen such that x3 
is closest to v2 on P2, and x4 is closest to v3 on P3. 
By a similar argument, there is a path Q3[x5, x6] across F3 with x5 on P,[x,, v] 
and x6 on PI, and we may assume that among all such paths x5 is closest to v3 on 
P3 and x6 is closest to v1 on PI. 
Let xi be the closest of x1, x6 to v1 on PI. Let xix;, x2x;, and x4x; be edges of 
PJx,, 4, P,[x2, v21 and P,h v3] respectively with xi closer to v1 than xi, xi 
closer to v2 than x2 and xi closer to v3 than x4. Cutting these edges will separate 
two circuits in Rip for example P,[v, x1] U Q, U P,[v, x2], from any face of RI 
missing v (see Fig. 4). This contradicts the c-4-connectedness of Ri. 
Thus either there is a double splitting in Ri or a path can be added across a face 
of Ri that does not create a triangle, thus we can always create a c-Cconnected 
RI,,. 0 
Corollary 2. Zf X is a c-6connected graph containing a refinement of a 
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Fig. 4. 
c4connected graph GO then there is a sequence of subgraphs GO, G1, . . . , G,, = X 
such that Gi is isomorphic to a graph obtained from G,_, by adding a path across a 
face of Gi_, such that a triangular face is not created. 
The proof is the same as for Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. The c*-4-connected maps on the torus or projective plane can be 
generated from the minimal 3-valent 3-connected maps by face splitting using 
splittings that never create triangular faces or pairs of adjacent &sided faces. 
Proof. Let X be a c*-4-connected map. We choose a minimal 3-valent 3- 
connected map A0 such that Xcan be constructed from A0 by splitting faces. It 
follows that there is a subgraph R0 of X that is a refinement of AO. 
By Lemma 10, A0 is c*-4-connected. We now show how to construct a 
refinement Ri+ 1 of a c*-4-connected map from Ri by splitting a face of Ri with a 
path. 
If we can add a path across a face of Ri producing Ri+I such that no 3-gons and 
no pair of 4-gons meeting on a principal edge is created, then Ri+1 will be 
c*-4-connected. By Corollary 2 a path can be added across a face F such that no 
3-gons are created (unless Ri =X). Let P be such a path creating two 
neighbouring 4-gons. We may assume that F is not a 4-gon for if it is, none of its 
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neighbours are 4-gons, and a graph homeomorphic to Ri could be obtained by 
replacing a principal path Pi of F by P and replacing Ri by this graph. Then PI will 
be a path across a neighboring face Fl of F, where Fl is not a 4-gon. 
Among all such subgraphs of X homeographic to Ri U P we let G be one such 
that the two adjacent 4-gons of G contain a maximum number of faces of X. 
We shall now show that it is possible to split a face of G with a path to get a 
refinement of c*-4-connected graph. Let H be the union of the two adjacent 
4-gons in G. Since X is c* -Cconnected, there is a path P&x, y] in X - G across a 
face F2 of G adjacent to H with x on H, y on a face adjacent to H and y not on H. 
Case I: P2 meets H as in Fig. 5. 
Since X is c*-4-connected, F2 has at least five vertices. 
Case Ia: y is on e,. In this case the maximality of H is violated because we 
enclose more faces of X by replacing the path along H from 2rr to x by Pz U el[vl, 
y]. The same conclusion holds if y is on ek. 
Case Ib: y is on e2. In this case, F3 is not a 4-gon because RI is 
c*-4-connected. We can obtain a graph homeomorphic to Ri by deleting all 
vertices and edges of G inside the bounding circuit of H. Then we can add P2 
across F2 and obtain a refinement of a c*-4-connected graph. The same conclusion 
holds for y on e&l. 
Case Ic: y is on one of e3, . . . , ek_2 (provided they exist and are distinct from 
el, e2, ek-l and ek). Again, in this case adding P2 across F2 does not create any 
4-gons and we have created a refinement of a c*-4-connected graph. 
Case II: P2 meets H as in Fig. 6. 
&se IIa: y is on e, or ek. For y on el the same argument as in Case Ia applies. 
If y is on ek we remove from G the path from v2 to v3 on H and add the paths 
ek[u3y] and P2. The resulting graph is homeomorphic to G and the subgraph 
corresponding to H contains more faces of X. 
Fig. 5. Fig. 6. 
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Case IIb: y is on one of e2, . . . , e&t. The same arguments as in Cases Ib and 
Ic apply here. 0 
Theorem 3. The 4-connected and 4*-connected triangulations of the torus and 
projective plane can be generated from the minimal triangulations for these 
manifolds by vertex splitting. 
This follows by duality from Theorems 1 and 2. 
16 D. W. Barnette 
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